Hi, Thanks for sending the files.
Here are my time estimates
1-2 hours for me to understand the midterm assignment; this will help me to understand the final
project.
1-2 hours to review your mysql database or help you create one from your midterm database
2-3 hours to help you with a front-end to the database (two forms to add data, two forms to
extract information, two reports)
1-2 hours to help with the php connection to the database, and formatting the output
1-2 hours project review, making sure that each of the html requirements are met

Please send:
a) some files or documentations you can send about the midterm database that you created
b) files or information about what you have done so far for the project
c) some information about the development environment you use - do you have everything on a
laptop so you can work anywhere on this?
d) a list of times/places where you are available to meet. There is a Panera in Watertown where I
meet students often, it has wifi and is a good place to work. We could also meet at a library or
other location. I don't mind driving but can't pay to park a car.
Here is my proposal,
I'll review all of the information you send on my own time. Depending on how much work is
completed, we could meet for three 2-hour session
Session 1) design/create the mysql database schema. Outline the function of the front-end. At the
end of this session you will have all the information needed to create the database if we are not
able to create on the spot. I will be available for remote help as needed to make sure you have a
functioning database.
Session 2) we'll use test data and the mysql command line to create the queries and sql
statements that will be needed for the project and test them out. By the end of the session you
will have the design for the basic forms to access/enter data and generate reports. I will be
available for remote help as needed for you to implement the designs if we are not able to create
them where we meet.
Session 3) we'll make sure the php process works well; outline further enhancements that are
needed to complete the project; I'll provide remote help as needed for anything we can't complete
where we meet.
For each session I'll document what the goals were, what was accomplished, and what we left for
you to complete between sessions. This can be used both for the Wyzant tutoring session
summary and provide information for your project write-up.
The total Wyzant charges would be for three two-hour session. The remote help I provide are
part of my services - students I've worked with have found this to be helpful - when they get
stuck on something they can try to work it out on their own but know I'll have their back with
some suggestions if they get stuck. I can revise the session outlines based on the work that you
have completed.
- Jim

